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when this condition occurs, check the
battery of your huawei mediapad 7 youth
s7-701u, s7-721, s7-701w to make sure
there are no physical damage. make sure
the software version of the huawei
mediapad 7 youth s7-701u, s7-721,
s7-701w also corresponds to the battery.
if any of these factors cannot be found
the issue you will face is likely to be
software related. do not worry about this
as you are getting your device replaced
and this solution will likely solve the
problem. if you have an alternate device
check if the charging issue still appears. if
the charging issue persists after replacing
the broken display screen or verifying the
battery, the charging system itself may
be malfunctioning. however, this does not
have any major impact on the daily use of
the device. on the other hand, if the
problem is so severe that it prevents you
from using your huawei mediapad 7
youth s7-701u, s7-721, s7-701w from
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charging even when the cable is
connected to a charging point, it may be
necessary to perform a factory reset. this
process resets the settings of your
huawei mediapad 7 youth s7-701u,
s7-721, s7-701w back to factory default
settings. once the reset process is
complete, you will be able to charge your
device using a cable that also works with
your computer or device. this method
may help fix the problem, and if it does
not, it will determine the issue and
hopefully bring you closer to a solution.
this method should only be used when
the problem is severe and does not allow
you to use the huawei mediapad 7 youth
s7-701u, s7-721, s7-701w.
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2. charger. the most likely reason for the
huawei mate 8 not charging is the issue

of the charger. although huawei has
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made big progress in the charging
industry, some problems may still exist.

generally, the problem occurs when there
is an issue with the huawei mate 8

charger. this may happen when you use
the wrong charger. i suggest that you

check it. if the problem still exists after
charging for a long time, it means that

the charger is not properly or fully
charged. the huawei mate 8 may not fully

charge due to a problem with the
charger, and this may cause a problem
with the charging of the huawei mate 8.

ensure that the huawei mate 8 is plugged
in to a secure charging place. if you use
an ordinary charger, make sure that the
charger is not damaged. huawei never

makes any products which interfere with
the normal operation of its devices. 3.

resume and restart. if your huawei mate 8
fails to start when you restart your
computer or phone, the most likely

reason is that the battery is damaged. if
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the battery is not able to charge, then it is
not able to work when you restart the

huawei mate 8. the battery needs to be
charged and normally when you restart
your device, the battery charge will be

terminated. it's important to ensure that
your battery is fully charged. if your

battery can be charged, then you must be
sure to replace the battery. if you cannot

charge the battery, please check the
battery and the charging voltage and

capacitance. please ensure that there is a
stable and stable power supply and the

battery is not damaged. the huawei mate
8 has no dead battery problem when

charging. some users have shared on the
internet that their huawei mate 8

batteries do not charge after some time,
but this is not correct. this is because the
huawei mate 8 has intelligent charging
capabilities, and because of this, the
battery can easily accommodate and

accommodate for the power requirements
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of the huawei mate 8. the power of the
battery is also important, and the battery
in the huawei mate 8 is better than most
other batteries. in addition to providing
the user with excellent video and voice
performance, the battery of the huawei

mate 8 also provides the user with a
longer lifetime. the standby time of the
battery is also quite excellent and the

user can use the phone for a longer time.
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